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RTA Getting In Front of the Financial Challenges

n an age of scarce public dollars, the

Regional Transportation Authority is

confronting the future head-on by

taking a long, strategic look at the

agency's financial outlook. The RTA

commissioned a report last year to

outline fiscal concerns facing public

transportation in the Chicago area and

to give the RTA direction in addressing

them.

"Things must change," said RTA

Chairman Gayle M. Franzen. "We have

many options right now for how public

transportation in this region will modify

its spending of money. This study

provides us with a blueprint for the

future to meet challenges as they arise."

The study listed over 40 mitigating

actions for suggested changes in cash

flow. The three main solutions that

prevailed were: Increase productivity;

evaluate the unbundling of some public

service; and increase revenue.

"The good news is that we have

choices," RTA Executive Director Laura

A. Jibben said. "The reason we did this

study is to get in front of the problem."

It was clear that as the budget process

unraveled in 1991, the financial de-

mands of the Service Boards exceeded

the RTA's available resources. After

months of debate, the RTA Board of

Directors passed the 1992 Budget and

Five-Year Capital program in December.

Yet, the same persistent challenges

continue to present themselves to the

RTA in 1992.

"In this economy, difficult decisions

must be made," RTA Chairman Gayle

M. Franzen said. "We must effectively

choose to spend our resources wisely.

And we have done just that with our

1992 Budget. Yet, in many respects, the

RTA has been hit harder by recession in

1991 and 1992 than ever before. Even in

1983, the challenges were less intense. It

is a struggle to keep service on the

streets."

The RTA's primary revenue source,

its sales tax, grew by less than the rate of

inflation in 1990. The recession has also

impacted farebox revenues at the service

boards as ridership and revenues fell

below budgeted levels.

Fortunately, the Region's capital

program will go forward, largely

unabated. In the summer of 1989, the

Illinois General Assembly doubled the

RTA's bonding authority from $500

million to $1 billion. Since that time, it

has been the RTA's challenge to take

advantage of this opportunity and that

has been accomplished. The size of the

RTA's annual capital program more

than doubled between 1989 and 1991.

The RTA's proposed five-year capital

plan will use the RTA's bonding

authority before 1995.

"The Capital Program will not be

forsaken," Franzen said. "The promise

will be kept to make public transporta-

tion safe by doing everything we can to

rebuild the system."

Federal Funding

Jeopardized

When President George Bush

signed the six-year Intermodal

Surface Transportation Efficiency

Act (ISTEA), in Texas last Decem-

ber, he promoted it as a great job

creator and stimulator to the

economy. Three months later,

many of the goals outlined by

ISTEA are in jeopardy.

Regional Transportation

Authority (RTA) Chairman Gayle

M. Franzen voiced his opposition in

the newly proposed federal budget,

stating that the needs of public

transportation that were recognized

in ISTEA are now being ignored.

"We worked diligently in

putting together a strong coalition

in support of the goals of public

transportation in this country," said

Franzen, who headed a lobbying

effort by the nation's largest mass

transit leaders. "Now we'll have to

go back to Washington and make

our case even stronger."

In February of 1991, Franzen

brought together leaders of the ten

largest transit systems in the nation

to discuss a national policy agenda

for mass transit. Since that meeting

in Lisle, the group has worked with

members of Congress and the

White House in an effort to forge an

agreement.

(Continue on page 6)
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From The Chairman

The goal of maintaining financial stability during a recession is challenging,

but at the RTA we are conunitted to living within our means.

In times of limited resources, we have been searching for new answers to

old problems. We know the core of our public transportation system must

be protected. And we know the future cannot be ignored. Certain markets

must be expanded to meet the needs of tomorrow.

I am proud that the RTA has been able to accomplish vital tasks while in

the midst of such a demanding economic situation. We are keeping our

promise to the Illinois General Assembly by maintaining our vital capital

program. Our first priority is to make the system dependable and we will

continue to renovate and rebuild the nearly 100-year old transit network into

the next century.

At the federal level, we were able to establish a strong presence with the

coalition of transit leaders called together last year to form a unified front to

fight for pubUc transportation in Washington. The essential service of public

transportation was recognized and we were successful in our fight. The first

meeting of this group was held in Lisle February, 1991. Now, in the wake of

proposed reductions in the reauthorization levels, we are gearing up to yet

another challenge this year.

In 1991, we cleared many hurdles. We recognize there are many more

ahead in 1992, and we will be searching for answers to these new challenges.

Federally mandated programs, decreasing State support, and an economy

that may still get worse before it gets better, are presenting new challenges

every day. We will keep our costs

in Une and continue to seek out the

most efficient and effective means

in finding solutions. We will

continue to make public transporta-

tion stronger so that it can fill an

emerging role in society and move

forward to meet the needs of

tomorrow.

Sincerely,

Gayle M. Franzen,

Chairman

The Regional Transportation Authority Board of Directors:

Gayle M. Franzen, Chairman Charles G. Dalton Donald Totten

Martin R. Binder Sidney Danoff Jacqueline B. Vaughn

Jerry D, Boose David L. DeMotte Rev. Addie Wyatt

Clark Burrus Herbert E. Gardner

Pastora San Juan Cafferty Kathleen K. Parker

Laura A. Jibben,

Executive Director

Strategic Plan

I he Regional Transportation Authority is

updating its Strategic Plan, the backbone

document to guide and focus the RTA for

the present and the future. The Strategic

Plan sets the goals, objectives, principles and

criteria which guide the RTA in carrying out

the roles and responsibilities granted to it by

the RTA Act.

The original Plan, written in 1988, used

data mostly gathered from demographic and

economic information collected in the early

to mid-1980s. The Plan was used to identify

the significant capital challenges facing the

region. It gave the RTA a philosophical

framework to assess and implement projects.

And it has been extremely successful to that

end. However, for this document to

maintain its vitality to the region, is must

address current issues with accurate, timely

data. Realizing the significance of the Plan

to the agency, the RTA is updating it. The

update will integrate both newly gathered

data with the experience and knowledge

gained in the last few years.

"Now that we have 1990 Census informa-

tion available to us, we want to update this

important document and incorporate what

we've learned since its original writing,"

said RTA Executive Director Laura A.

Jibben.

To prepare for the update, an analysis of

the current Plan will be done first. There

will also be an environmental assessment

and an integration of the RTA's financial

plan to ensure the most accurate depiction of

the current environment we now operate in.

Part of the update will include examining

the RTA's role in environmental, land use,

demand management and energy policies,

as well as increasing the efficiency of the

existing system and providing for future

system expansion.

"This document is as important to the

RTA as the RTA is to public transportation,"

Jibben said. "It will show us the tough

decisions that lay ahead, and prepare us

to make those decisions the best way

possible."



Metra Contracts for

New Rail Cars
Local Facility to Create Nearly 300 Regional Jobs

JVlaking their largest procurement of

new rail cars, Metra, the commuter

rail division of the RTA, stated in their

requirement for proposals that

workers and suppliers from the

Northeastern Illinois region must play

a major role in the development of

these cars.

Last month, the Metra Board of

Directors with the concurrence of the

RTA's Board authorized a $379 million

rail car contract with Morrison

Knudsen Corp. of Boise, Idaho to

build 173 new rail cars and rehabili-

tate 140 old ones. Twenty-three

hundred man-hours of regional labor

will be required to manufachire each

of the 173 rail cars.

The company agreed to reopen the

shuttered Pullman rail car factory in

an effort that is expected to create

almost 300 new jobs. The firm also

agreed to hire local workers and use

local suppliers where necessary and

commit 19 percent of the work to

minority-owned businesses.

"This is very, very good news for

the state of Illinois," said Governor

Jim Edgar who was joined by Mayor

Richard Daley, RTA Chairman Gayle

M. Franzen and Metra Chairman Jeff

Ladd at a press conference at Union

Station following the board action. All

have hailed the move as an important

spark to the local economy.

The procurement is part of the

RTA's capital program to rebuild the

system. The program takes a signifi-

cant step toward turning the region's

public transportation structure into a

modern, viable system that will meet

21st Century needs.

Helping to stimulate the local economy, Metra

will Imve 173 imv rail cars built and liO old

ones rehabilitated.

"This is an important step for-

ward," said Franzen. "I am pleased

that the current fiscal situation has not

thwarted this critical reinvestment in

the system."

Currently, there are no facilities in

the United States that completely

build rail passenger cars. Morrison

Knudsen will pay $10 to $15 milhon to

upgrade the Pullman plant to under-

take the significant final assembly of

new cars, using a foreign manufacture

for car shells only.

The 173 new and 140 rehabilitated

rail cars will be made accessible to the

disabled and delivered by 1995,

helping Metra comply with the

Americans with Disabilities Act. The

Act requires the agency to have at least

one accessible car per train by 1995.

The total cost will be covered by

a $1 billion state bond program estab-

lished for RTA capital improvements.

Transit Check
Program Grows

Area employers have now spent a total

of more than $1.3 million to support

their employees' use of public transpor-

tation through RTA Transit Check, the

Regional Transportation Authority's

(RTA) highly successful fare voucher

program. The program, which now

includes more than 240 companies, has

been in operation for 18 months. More

than 6,300 employees currently receive

the benefit.

"We are very pleased with this

program's success," said RTA Executive

Director Laura A. Jibben. "RTA Transit

Check is a product that makes sense:

the participating employee receives a

tax-free benefit, the employer improves

employee morale and mobility, and

pubhc transportation wins new riders

while its existing customer base is

strengthened."

RTA Transit Check takes advantage

of Federal Tax Code provisions that

allow employers to subsidize their

employees' use of public transportation.

The benefit is tax-free to employees and

is a tax-deductible business expense for

employers. RTA Transit Checks can be

used in purchasing all services of Pace,

Metra, the CTA and the South Shore

Raiboad. The program was initiated in

August 1990.

"We also believe that RTA Transit

Check provides companies a unique

way to comply with recently approved

Clean Air Act mandates," said Jibben.

"The Act requires employers of 100 or

more to increase the number of their

employees per vehicle for all work trips

by 25 percent. Incentives to use public

transportation, like RTA Transit Check,

can assist."

Marketing incentives for 1992 will

target large pools of likely transit check

(Continue on page 6)



Clean Air Act Amendments
RTA Helping the Region Prepare for Implementation

everyday we pay the price in wasted

time and dollars, diminished health and

related stress due to the traffic conges-

tion and pollution in this region. Two

years ago, the Federal government

passed the Clean Air Act to combat the

problem. Today, implementation of that

legislation is at hand, and the RTA has

begun to map out a program to assist the

region in meeting the Act.

Some 49 percent of the pollutants that

account for the Chicago area's "severe

non-attainment" classification in the

legislation stem from mobile sources —
cars, buses and trucks— and those

emissions must be reduced by 15 percent

in four years.

"This legislation will have a signifi-

cant impact on our area employers," said

RTA Executive Director Laura A. Jibben.

"We intend to facilitate this process for

employers and promote transit as the

viable solution it is for them in the face

of these new mandates."

The Employee Trip Reduction— or

ETR— requirements of the Act effect

employers of 100 or more people in one

location. By November 1994, those

employers must have developed a plan

that outlines how it will reduce the

number of cars coming to work. By

1996, each such employer will have to

cut the number of employees who drive

to work alone by 25 percent. They will

be expected to increase the average

number of people in any given car

driving to their workplaces by 25

percent.

As the region's Metropolitan Plan-

ning Organization, the Chicago Area

Transportation Study (CATS) is charged

with developing a local framework for

the federal legislation. CATS estimates

that some 5,000 employers and roughly 2

million employees will be affected. That

translates to 58 percent of the area's

workforce in Cook and the five collar

counties.

"Transit can offer many employers a

relatively low-cost means to meet their

targets," said Jibben. "Transit reduces

the Average Vehicle Occupancy, the

gauge by which employers are mea-

sured, by more than almost any other

alternative, including vanpools and

ridesharing."

Also to prepare for the Amendments'

requirements, the RTA will define a set

of alternative fuel options that are

available to our Service Boards. The

RTA will identify a preferred alterna-

tive, and recommend capital program-

ming actions that the Service Boards can

take that best comply with regional and

national efficiency and environmental

goals.

By actively pursuing research and

development now, as well as actively

monitoring the research of other transit

agencies, the RTA will be in a better

position to recommend the purchase of

buses which will meet our service

requirements well in advance of their

implementation deadlines.

The RTA will be producing several

documents, developing a speakers

bureau and conducting informational

fairs to explain the new provisions and

assist those impacted. Anyone inter-

ested in receiving additional informa-

tion on this issue should contact Alisa

Parenti in the RTA's Communications

Department at 312/917-0773.

Clean Air Act Milestones
May 1992 - EPA finalizes urban bus testing procedures.

November 1992 - Illinois must have a State Implementation Plan that describes how required emissions reductions will be

met through enforceable transportation control measures and strategies. The Illinois General Assembly

must pass the necessary regulations and enabling legislation.

October 1993 - Reformulated diesel for on-road vehicles in place.

November 1994 - Those employers with more than 100 employees at one worksite must file a plan spelling out how it will

reduce the number of cars coming to work. The average number of people in every car driving to the

workplace must increase by 25 percent.

November 1996 - The northeastern Illinois region must achieve a 15 percent reduction in emissions.



I aking a lead in the transit industry by

utilizing advancements in technology,

Regional Transportation Authority

(RTA) Chairman Gayle M. Franzen met

with government leaders in February to

brief them on the status of the Personal

Rapid Transit (PRT) project.

Personal Rapid Transit is a fully-

automated system feahiring small cars

seating three to five passengers. The

vehicles are fully accessible, private and

convenient, with wait-times of less than

three minutes. The stations are off-line

allowing passengers to travel directly

from their origin to destination without

making intermediate stops. The

guideway will be hght-weight,

unobtrusive and aesthetically pleasing,

as to accommodate their suburban

surroundings. And of course, the

system will include maximum safety

features including two-way communica-

tion with a control center.

The briefing featured proposed

vehicle and station models submitted to

the RTA by two engineering firms

engaged in the system design phase of

the project. The two firms. Stone &

Webster Engineering Corp. and Intamin

AG, also have completed video and

computer simulations for display.

Representatives and local officials from

each of the four communities selected as

finalists were in attendance.

"We need to address the stifling

problem of suburban congestion and

innovation is proving to be one of the

most important answers," said Franzen.

'These community leaders realize the

(Continue on page 6)

Completed designs by Stone & Webster

Engineering Corp. (aboi>e) and

Intamin AG (right) are being revieived

by RTA staff and technical consultant.

A decision on the project is anticipated

for later this summer.
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PRT Update
(Continued from page 5)

impact that such technology could

have on the future of transit in this

country and have taken steps to make

this a reality in our region."

The four suburban communities

vying to host the first PRT system are:

Deerfield; Lisle; Rosemont; and

Schaumburg.

"We must pioneer new approaches

to solving traditional problems. The

congestion we are experiencing in our

suburban areas will only continue to

intensify and transit must play a part

in the environmental and economic

development of this region," said

Franzen.

The two contractors will have final

system designs in March. Ridership

estimates that were conducted in each

of the four communities will also be

completed in March. The develop-

ment of the system designs have

taken nearly one year to complete.

If approved by the RTA Board, the

second phase, which includes the

formulation of all necessary hardware

and software to run the system plus

vehicle and guideway prototypes,

would take 18-24 months. The third

phase, actual deployment of a test

system in a Chicago suburb, would be

another 18-24 months. The decision

on whether or not to proceed to the

next phase will be made by the RTA

Board of Directors and the conclusion

of the first phase, as early as this

summer.

Federal Funding

Jeopardized

(Continued from pagel)

The group headed by Franzen

included chairpersons from ten of the

largest systems in the nation, includ-

ing Atlanta, Boston, Miami, Houston,

Los Angeles, New York, New Jersey,

Philadelphia, and San Francisco.

"I want to thank the members of

the Illinois delegation for their

support throughout this process.

They played a strong role in this.issue

and their efforts should not go

unrecognized," said Franzen.

The Administration's FY 1993

budget envisions a 20 percent

reduction in transit assistance to $3

billion in contrast to FY 1992 appro-

priation levels and a 42 percent cut

compared to an authorization level of

$5.2 billion in the ISTEA for 1993.

Of particular significance to large

metropolitan transit systems is the

Administration's proposal to elimi-

nate operating assistance for cities

with a population of more than

500,000. This has a direct impact on

service due to the ability of systems to

maintain the federal capital invest-

ments and its limitation would

translate directly into service cuts and

fare increases. The impact on the

Chicago region from this budget

would be a reduction in federal

assistance of approximately $60

million from FY 1992 levels and $183

million from FY 1993 levels.

Kennedy Reconstruction

1 be forewarned is to be forearmed. Start planning alternate routes to work

everyday. Construction will begin on the Kennedy Expressway April 1. Seven and

one-half miles of expressway will be under repair between Ohio and the junction.

Construction work will only take place between April 1 and November 1 for 1992,

1993 and 1994. The total cost of the project ill be about $425 million.

Transit remains the best alternative to construction.

iililll; Hill III ill
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Transit Check
(Continued from page 3)

users. Direct mail campaigns will

be aimed at labor unions, govern-

ment agencies, employees of 100 or

more who will be effected by Clean

Air Act requirements, at companies

of all sizes, located in suburban

employment centers and in border

suburbs with strong transit service.

In January, new system software

was acquired to allow the RTA to

issue Transit Checks in multiple

denominations. In keeping with

new federal guidelines, RTA Transit

Checks are now available in $10, $15

and $21 values. Approximately half

of all subsequent orders have been

for the new $21 maximum. Federal

proposals endorsed by the White

House would raise the allowable

subsidy to as much as $60 per

month.

A survey of RTA Transit Check

participants had determined that

between 5 percent and 10 percent of

all recipients were converted to

public transportation use by the

subsidy.
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